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Introduction and Background 
Producers of goods face logistics issues such as e.g. the manipulation of consumables, 

materials, tools, different products or partially finished products, the displacement of 

equipment or maintenance. These operations are tasks and responsibilities and require 

people with different types of qualifications, with some of them even not related to logistics. 

They work as dispatchers who should be able to receive information regarding the 

programming of the logistics activity and to actively participate to the organizing of its 

implementation at the department level. They receive, also, information, as feedback from 

the field of implementation, regarding the new appeared potential risks of delays, blockages, 

non-conformities or potential risks of accidents and they should be able to propose and 

implement measures, preventive and corrective, in order to facilitate and optimize the 

implementation of the logistics activity program. So far there is no standardized qualification 

for this kind of personnel.  

The European Logistics Association (ELA) aims to introduce a set of standards aligned to the 

European Qualification Framework (EQF). In order to minimize the existing discrepancies and 

harmonize logistics activities within production sites, ELA considers the development of an 

innovative concept, consisting of a new harmonized qualification system in order to regulate, 

unify and optimize these activities. For this reason, the project LOGIN created a new 

qualification at EQF 4 level - the Logistics Technologist. 

In LOGIN a handbook was created to provide logistics expertise at EQF 4 level. The handbook 

consists of five chapters, which offer theoretical input about different facets of logistics, as 

well as a questions for an evaluation after each chapter. This document serves as a guide for 

trainers to successfully implement the teaching materials in the framework of their own 

lectures/courses. For each chapter, some basic organizational questions such as 

recommended duration, required equipment are answered. The guidelines facilitate the 

organizational integration of the provided learning material within a lecture or training course 

and to create an interesting learning environment. 
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1. The training 
1.1. The trainers 

Training a trainer is a difficult and complex action. A trainer, who wants to improve its 

knowledge and/or skills brings in the class own expertise, own theories and own pedagogy. 

Some of these aspects are necessary to be changed during the training process and this 

hampers the action of the TRAINER who is supposed to train the trainer. We use capital 

letters for the TRAINER who is involved in the teaching process and small letters for the 

trainer who is involved in the learning process. 

The TRAINER is the main element of the teaching system. He is accompanied by the 

information to be taught (existent in many forms: text, electronic presentations, images, 

videos, games, and else) and by the environment of teaching (which consists of the ambient, 

digital tools and analogic tools). 

By TRAINER we do not mean only a single person. If considered as necessary, the organizer 

of the training session could use one or more assisting experts, or one or more other 

TRAINERS to teach complementary information in the same training session. 

 

1.2. Roles 
The trainer is the main element of the learning system. As a trainee, the trainer is a person 

who attends the course, face-to-face or online or both. A trainee can be a trainer at the 

training moment or it will become a trainer after the completion of the training process. 

He/she bears an important volume of previous knowledge and skills, regarding the domain 

and pedagogy, and it means a set of skills regarding the use of different types of tools, 

newest of them being digital. 

The TRAINER should be a role model, an enabler, a mentor, a developer, a coach and a 

negotiator, turning from one to another when necessary. The TRAINER should have subject 

expertise and to have high communication skills, in order to be able to transfer the relevant 

information. He/she should be a good listener, to prove empathy, flexibility, competence and 

tolerance, in order to build a real team within the class. 

The TRAINER should understand the training needs of the actual trainees becoming future 

trainers, and to prepare the frame of the course and the subject matter accordingly (see 

Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. General frame of the TRAINER work 

 

Figure 2 shows the objectives of the TRAINER. 

 

 

Figure 2. The roles of a TRAINER 

 

try to understand the real skills needs of the trainees

continuous learning about learning styles of his/her trainees

define the main directions of the course organization

facilitate the teaching process implementation

develop the training program(s)

use different types of training tools

Facilitate the education and training of 
the trainees (future trainers)

Develop conceptual knowledge and 
basic skills

Introduce the trainees into the work 
domain, if necessary

Assess the performance and 
competence of the trained trainers

TRAINER
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Preparation the frame of the course means to prepare the learning environment and the 

planned learning tools. For an appropriate conducting of the training course the TRAINER 

should be able to combine the following elements during the training:  

 information to be taught 

 capacity of the trainees to receive the information 

 capacity of the trainees to use the available and recommended tools 

 the infrastructure of training.  

After the course the TRAINER should organize an assessment session, which should be a 

double assessment:  

1. assessment regarding the developed competences and  

2. assessment regarding the organizing of the course (feedback to applied methods, 

tools, information, timing, etc.). 

Due to the fact that the trainers under training are experts in the logistics field, the 

conducting of the training should be based on sharing ideas and the change of experience. 

Traditional teaching is not appropriate in this case, because it will decrease the attention of 

the trainers involved in the learning process. 

Even if the information transferred during the course covers all the necessities of the trainers 

to be trained, it is recommended that the TRAINER proposes additional training content, 

using supplementary information and updates. 

 

1.3. Training methods to apply 
When design the training program, the TRAINER should consider the specificity of the 

learners (who are adults), the learning principles and types, and the stages of learning. 

Specialists in psychology consider that the adult learners accept the training if they 

understand the purpose and the benefits of the learning process. They need a positive 

reinforcement and have clear expectations. They meet different kinds of difficulties while 

learning, for them it is necessary to associate the new skills with past experiences and to 

create relations between the learned skills and the life requirements. They need to practice 

longer than young learners, in order to retain the taught information. The learning 

environment should be comfortable for them, to obtain effectiveness. Sometimes, they 

evaluate the TRAINER from the beginning of the training session and „like” or „dislike” will 

affect their learning process by natural cooperation with the TRAINER. 

Due to all these characteristics of adult learners, the TRAINER should consider in his/her 

work five principles (see Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. Work-principles for TRAINERS 

 

Learning should be aim-
directed

People learn what they 
practice

Learning is a causal chain 
of steps to follow

Trainees looking for 
personal connection

The interest should be 
maintained at high level
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Traditional training generally follows the Hart 5-step teaching method, which is presented 

(adapted) in figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Potential teaching approaching method 

 

Traditional training methods are not efficient to be applied nowadays. In every moment, four 

types of generations are intersecting in the labour field, each having own characteristics, 

habits and understandings. To apply single method of training to a class containing 

representatives of all four generations will result in partial transfer of the information to the 

trainees. An improvement of the transfer is possible by combination of different styles of 

training methods.  

Such combination is intended to assure not only the education process, but to strengthen 

the motivation and inspiration of the trainees. 

The expertise of many years of training and observations of training processes shows that 

not all training methods are applicable to all training courses. Each method has an own 

specificity and presents an own compatibility with the competence to be developed within 

trainees. Encouraged results were obtained by using single, or combined participatory 

training methods. Brainstorming activities combined with workshop methods, or interactive 

talks combined with role playing exercises, or classroom exercises combined with interactive 

and illustrative discussions proved to be appropriate combinations of training methods giving 

appropriate response from the class. 

 

1.4. Environment 
A general environment to be considered when organizing a training course should contain a 

minimum of 5 elements: 

 Space – rooms or open space for theoretical training and for practical training; visits 

to real working space of logistics companies may be added 

 Time – setting appropriate time is always difficult because it is influenced by the 

evolution of the class; time management is very important and it should consider all 

the steps of the training method 

 Class – number of trainees in a class, their presence, their previous education and 

expertise, and their involvement in the learning process 

 Equipment – consists of the teaching equipment, laboratory equipment (machines, 

apparatus, devices, tools) and other, hardware and/or software, considered as 

required for the specific information to be taught. 

 

1.5. Health and safety 
The learning environment should be designed taking account of the relevant health and 

safety measures.  

Tell

•Objectives: trainees to understand the aims and benefits of each topic to be discussed

• Purpose: to explain the trainees why they are doing the specific activities, and how the training will help them to do tasks which 
are specific to their jobs

•Continuously correct and update the learning activities (objectives, purposes, the 5 steps, and the assessment sessions). 

Show

•Use specific tools to present theoretical and practical information

•Recommend literature and other source of relevant information

Hands-on

•Organize hands-on exercises because they lead to the highest level of information retention. 

•All trainees to receive appropriate time to practice. 

•When working in teams, trainees to share responsibility

Review

•Rise the awareness of the trainees on the most relevant information to be retained

•Assure transitions between topics

Questioning

• Encourage comments and discussions, helping the understanding and the retaining of the information. 
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2. Guideline for Chapter 1  
(Basics of logistics related to fabrication) 

 Type (lecture, interactive lecture, discussion, workshop etc.) of the lecture. 

Lecture 

 Schedule of the Lecture 

o Total length of presentation: 3 hours 
o Recommended number of lectures: 1 
o Duration per lecture: - 
o Recommended chapter arrangement per lecture:  

Lecture 1: the entire introduction chapter 

 

 Needed knowledge/skills of the lecturer 

 Knowledge: 
o Operational knowledge in logistics and supply chain 
o Practical experience with the most important processes in logistics and 

supply chain 
o Management expertise 

 

Teachers need a variety of skills, education and training to become proficient in their careers. They 

need excellent communication skills so they can explain the material in the curriculum in diverse 

ways to students who have different learning styles. They also need superior interpersonal skills, 

such as patience and the ability to remain calm in stressful situations. 

 

Creativity and presentation skills are important when planning lessons to motivate students and 

hold their interest. As schools become more technologically advanced, teachers also need basic 

technological skills for audio-visual presentations and for reporting and taking attendance 

electronically. 

 

  Skills 
o Basic presentation skills 
o Oratory skills 
o Time management 

 

 Attitude 
o Confident 
o Encouraging creativity 
o Spontaneous 
o Patience 

 

 Needed equipment 

o Laptop 
o Beamer 
o Overhead projector 
o WIFI connection 
o Presenter 
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 Additional Material (e.g. short films, images, other illustrative material, etc.) 

Please describe, which material 

Images or schemes for showing other examples of complex supply chains in major companies all 

around the world.  

YouTube films presenting inbound and outbound activities for a better understanding of these 

processes. 

 

 Is there anything you need to pay special attention? Do you have any for this 

lecture recommendations? 

Relate  
If possible, organize a visit to a manufacturing site, in order to enhance the students’ understanding 
about the order of the main supply chain processes. F 

 
Students achieve greater intellectual development in the form of deeper knowledge of the discipline, 

problem-solving capacities, critical thinking, and abilities to understand complexity and ambiguity, 

but also greater personal and social growth through enhanced personal efficacy, moral reasoning, 

interpersonal skills, intercultural competencies, commitments, and even career development, thus a 

variety of teaching methods might be used, such as seminars, tutorials and demonstrations. 

Other recommendations include: 

 

 planning and preparing lessons or seminars 

 setting and marking assignments, tests and exams 

 monitoring and assessing students’ progress 

 developing new teaching materials 

 acting as personal tutor – supporting students and helping with problems 

 supervising practical work or field trips 

fabrication 
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3. Guideline for Chapter 2 
(Fabrication processes and their logistics) 

 Type (lecture, interactive lecture, discussion, workshop etc.) of the lecture. 

o Theoretical information: lecture, video presentation 
o Presentation of study cases: interactive activity, discussion, brainstorming 
o Practical training: interactive activity, hands-on, experience learning 
o Assessment: examination, analysis of study case, discussion 

 Schedule of the Lecture 

o Total length of presentation: 6 hours 
o Recommended number of lectures: 6 

1. Fabrication. Generals 

2. Casting processes and their logistics 

3. Metal cutting processes and their logistics 

4. Plastic deformation processes and their logistics 

5. Joining processes and their logistics 

6. Health and safety specific to the logistics operations 
o Duration per lecture:  

1. 1h each for theoretical and practical training 

2. 1h each for theoretical and practical training 

3. 0.5h each for theoretical and practical training 

4. 1.5h each for theoretical and practical training 

5. 1.5h each for theoretical and practical training 

6. 0.5h each for theoretical and practical training 
o Recommended chapter arrangement per lecture:  

1. Fabrication. Generals 

2. Casting processes and their logistics 

3. Metal cutting processes and their logistics 

4. Plastic deformation processes and their logistics 

5. Joining processes and their logistics 

6. Health and safety specific to the logistics operations 

 Needed knowledge/skills of the lecturer 

 Knowledge: 
o Operational knowledge in industrial logistics and in manufacturing processes 
o Practical experience with: 

1. the fabrication processes and their logistics 

2. the vertical and horizontal informational systems of a manufacturing 

system 

3. the main links between the industrial logistics and the supply chain 

4. equipment dedicated to the warehousing, transportation, packaging 

and labelling inside a manufacturing system 
o Low level management expertise 

 

  Skills 
o Basic presentation skills 
o Oratory skills 
o Time management 

 

 Attitude 
o Confident 
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o Encouraging creativity 
o Spontaneous 

 Needed equipment 

o Laptop 
o Beamer 
o WIFI and internet connection 
o Presenter 
o Examples of equipment dedicated to manufacturing processes or mock-ups of them or 

videos of presentation (welding machines, deformation presses, testing machines, plasma 

or flame cutting machines, mechanical cutting machines, etc.) 
o Examples of equipment dedicated to industrial logistics or mock-ups of them or videos of 

presentation (AVGs, turntables, rotating tables, positioners, clamping devices, columns, 

portals, cranes, forklifts, etc.) 
o Videos with the manufacturing processes 
o Examples of software dedicated to the industrial logistics 
o Examples of documents issued in different steps of the logistics activities 
o Other considered as being relevant for the domains targeted by the trainees. 

 Additional Material (e.g. short films, images, other illustrative material, etc.) 

Please describe, which material 

o Images or schemes or videos for showing different examples of technologies and equipment 

specific to the logistics associated to the manufacturing processes 
o YouTube videos presenting manufacturing processes and related logistics activities for a 

better understanding of these processes 

 Is there anything you need to pay special attention? Do you have any for this 

lecture recommendations? 

Relate  
If possible, organize a visit to a manufacturing site, in order to enhance the trainees’ understanding 

about the order of the main supply chain processes. fabrication 

related to fabrication 
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4. Guideline for Chapter 3 
(Auxiliary processes and their logistics) 

 Type (lecture, interactive lecture, discussion, workshop etc.) of the lecture. 

Lecture (theoretical and practical classes) 

 

The classroom sessions will combine theoretical presentations and practical exercises to be solved 

by the students. 

 Schedule of the Lecture 

o Total length of presentation: 2,5 hours 
o Recommended number of lectures: 2 
o Duration per lecture: 1,25 hours 
o Recommended chapter arrangement per lecture:  

Lecture 1: 

    Manufacturing Inventory  

 Objectives of Inventory Management and ways to attain that goal. 

 Methods of controlling Inventory 

 Distribution inventory system via economic order quantity (EOQ)” 

 What Is Inventory Value? 

 Manufacturing Inventory Management and control 

Lecture 2: 

  Evaluating and controlling Inventory 

 Warehouse Activities 

 Cube Utilization and Accessibility 

 Warehouse Layout or Stock Location 

 Materials handling 

 

 Needed knowledge/skills of the lecturer 

 Knowledge on: 
o Manufacturing Inventory 
o Inventory management and control 
o Expertise in warehousing and intralogistics 
o Practical experience concerning warehouse operations 

 Skills 
o Presentation skills 
o Communication skills 
o Pedagogical skills 

 Needed equipment 

o Laptop 
o Beamer 
o Overhead projector 
o WIFI connection 
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 Additional Material (e.g. short films, images, other illustrative material, etc.) 

Please describe, which material 

For illustration and visualization of the different types of auxiliar logistics operations, operating 

devices, etc., we recommend images, and short film material which can be found on YouTube.  

Also Images or schemes for showing other examples of auxiliar logistics operations in companies all 

around the world.  

 Is there anything you need to pay special attention? Do you have any for this 

lecture recommendations? 
 

A visit to a manufacturing company to see warehouses which allows students to experience and 

better understanding about the different auxiliar processes and their logistics.  
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5. Guideline for Chapter 4 

(Hardware and Software equipment used in logistics of 

manufacturing) 

 Type (lecture, interactive lecture, discussion, workshop etc.) of the lecture. 

o Theoretical information: lecture, video presentation 
o Presentation of study cases: interactive activity, workshop environment (brainstorming 

etc.), presentation of results, discussion 
o Practical training: interactive activity, hands-on, experience learning, discussion 
o Assessment: examination, analysis of study case, discussion, feedback 

 

 Schedule of the Lecture 

o Total length of presentation: 5 hours 
o Recommended number of lectures: 1,25 hours 
o Duration per lecture: 1 hours 

1. 4.1.1. Handware - Transport Systems 

2. 4.1.2. Handware – Storage Systems  

3. 4.1.3 Hardware – Picking systems  

4. 4.1.4 Hardware – Loading systems 

5. 4.2 Software - WMS 
o Duration per lecture:  

1. 0.75h for theoretical and 0.5h for practical training 

2. 0.75h for theoretical and 0.5h for practical training 

3. 0.75h for theoretical and 0.5h for practical training 

4. 1h for theoretical and 0.25h practical training 

5. 1h for theoretical and 0.25h for practical training 

 
o Recommended chapter arrangement per lecture:  

1. 4.1.1. Handware - Transport Systems 

2. 4.1.2. Handware – Storage Systems + 4.1.4 Hardware – Loading systems 

3. 4.1.3 Hardware – Picking systems  

4. 4.2 Software - WMS 

 Needed knowledge/skills of the lecturer 

 

 Knowledge: 
o Technical knowledge 
o Expertise in warehousing and intralogistics 
o Practical experience concerning warehouse operations 

1. Operational and low managerial tasks 

 

  Skills 
o Basic presentation skills 
o Time management 
o Teaching skills (different teaching styles etc.) 
o Oratory skills 
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 Needed equipment 

o Laptop 
o Beamer 
o WIFI connection 
o Presenter 
o Prepared presentations 
o Prepared images of hardware equipment in use, e.g. forklifts, stackers, racks, conveyor belt. 

etc. 
o Prepared examples of the functionality of the software (WMS) in use, ideally in combination 

with screenshots, so the trainees are able to see the interface of a WMS. 
o Examples of needed documents, e.g. for the picking process 
o Anything else considered as useful information or visualisation for the trainees 

 Additional Material (e.g. short films, images, other illustrative material, etc.) 

Please describe, which material 

o For illustration and visualization of the different types of shelves, operating devices, etc., 

we recommend images, and short film material 
o YouTube videos presenting the functionality of the hardware used in warehouses, for a 

better understanding of the processes. 

 Is there anything you need to pay special attention? Do you have any for this 

lecture recommendations? 

A field trip to a warehouse which allows trainees to experience the functionality of the different 

devices live would absolutely be recommended. 
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6. Guideline for Chapter 5 

(Logistics of the product to deliver) 

 Type (lecture, interactive lecture, discussion, workshop etc.) of the lecture. 

The classroom sessions will combine: 
o Theoretical presentations, 
o practical exercices to be solved by the students, 
o Presentation of study cases: interactive activity, discussion, brainstorming, 
o Assessment: examination, analysis of study case, discussion, feedback 

 Schedule of the Lecture 

o Total length of presentation: 4,30 h 
o Recommended number of lectures: 3 

1. Distribution channel and distribution parties 

2. Components of physical distribution 

3. Order proccessing and basic distribution documents 
o Duration per lecture: 1,30 hours 

1. 1h for theoteritical and 0,3 for practical training 

2. 1h for theoteritical and 0,3 for practical training 

3. 1h for theoteritical and 0,3 for practical training 
o Recommended chapter arrangement per lecture:  

Lecture 1: 5.1. Introduction + 5.2. Distribution channel + 5.3. Distribution parties 

Lecture 2: 5.4. Components of physical distribution 

Lecture 3: 5.5. Order processing + 5.6. Basic distribution documents 

 

 Needed knowledge/skills of the lecturer 

 Knowledge: 
o Technical knowledge 
o Expertise in distribution processes  
o Practical experience concerning distribution 

 

  Skills 
o Presentation skills 
o Teaching skills 
o Oratory skills 

 Needed equipment 

o Laptop 
o Beamer 
o Overhead projector 
o WIFI connection 
o Presenter 
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 Additional Material (e.g. short films, images, other illustrative material, etc.) 

Please describe, which material 

 

For illustration and visualization of the different types of distribution, transport operations, etc., we 

recommend images, and short film material which can be found on YouTube.  

 

 Is there anything you need to pay special attention? Do you have any for this 

lecture recommendations? 

 

Organize a visit to a distribution center, in order to enhance the students’ understanding distribution 

procces from order to end user. 
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7. Guidelines for Chapter 6 

(Collateral impacts of digital technologies 

implementation) 
 

 Type (lecture, interactive lecture, discussion, workshop etc.) of the lecture. 

The program will be modular, and the classroom sessions will combine theoretical presentations with the 

presentation of best practices and case studies that will be solved individually and in groups. 

 

The program will include: 
o The student will receive all the necessary documentation for the general development of the 

program, as well as the concrete for each of the modules. 
o Dynamic and entertaining training methodology. 
o Face-to-face classes with success stories and best practices. 
o The evaluation will be continuous, assessing the performance and participation of the student 
o Lectures presentations 
o Questions are included to open discussions and invite students to participate in the theme 

making it more interactive. 
o There are some embedded YouTube videos in the slides in order to show how some 

technologies work in real-life scenarios to further clarify some concepts.  

 Schedule of the Lecture 

o Total length of presentation: 3.5 h 
o Recommended number of lectures: 3-4 classes 
o Duration per lecture: 50’-1h 
o Recommended chapter arrangement per lecture:  

Lecture 1: 6.1 - 6.2 

Lecture 2: 6.3 – 6.4 

Lecture 3: 6.5 

 Needed knowledge/skills of the lecturer 

 

Qualified professional trainers with extensive experience in the sector 

 Knowledge on: 
o Technology 4.0 and how it is implemented in the supply chain 
o Basic legal aspects like GDPR and Digital Single Market Harmonization 
o Basic (user level) knowledge on cyber security 
o Basic knowledge on the impacts of innovation in the environment 
o Practical expertise on the industry would be an asset.  

  Skills 
o Presentation skills 

 Needed equipment 

o Laptop 
o Beamer 
o WIFI connection 
o Presenter 
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 Additional Material (e.g. short films, images, other illustrative material, etc.) 

Please describe, which material 

We would recommend the vision of some YouTube videos, which would approach the concepts to 

the pupils, and would show more clearly how all the technology we are explaining is being used 

nowadays in real factories: 

 Wearables (2:15)  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8vYrAUb0BQ 

 Smart warehousing  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zuyssUMGTc 

 Cybersecurity in logistics  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cq1PL1eo4ZU 

 Ted Talk about cybersecurity   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWCKlAcxESA 10 m 

 

 
o Use Cases about the topic Industry 4.0, technologies, Cybersecurity Risks, Environmental 

impacts 
o Best practices in the sector- related with Industry 4.0 Technologies 
o Lectures (masterclass) with experts on the topics would be recommend.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8vYrAUb0BQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zuyssUMGTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cq1PL1eo4ZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWCKlAcxESA

